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LABELLING GRAPHS WITH A CONDITION AT DISTANCE 2*
JERROLD R. GRIGGS

_

_

AND

ROGER K. YEHt$

Abstract. Given a simple graph G (V, E) and a positive number d, an Ld(2, 1)-labelling of
f V(G) [0, oc) such that whenever x, y E V are adjacent, If(x)- f(Y)l 2d,
and whenever the distance between x and y is two, If(x) f(Y)l d. The Ld(2, 1)-labelling number
A(G, d) is the smallest number m such that G has an Ld(2, 1)-labelling f with max{f(v) v E V} m.
It is shown that to determine A(G, d), it suffices to study the case when d 1 and the labelling is
nonnegative integral-valued. Let A(G) A(G, 1). The labelling numbers of special classes of graphs,
4 for any cycle C, are described. It is shown that for graphs of maximum degree A,
e.g., A(C)
A(G) A + 2A. If G is diameter 2, A(G) A 2, a sharp bound for some A. Determining A(G) is
shown to be NP-complete by relating it to the problem of finding Hamilton paths.

G is a function

>-

>-

Key words. T-coloring, channel assignments, graph coloring, NP-completeness

AMS(MOS) subject

classifications. 05C15, 05C35, 05C78, 05C85, 68R10

1. Introduction. There has been a considerable effort (cf. [CR], [CW], [FGK],
and IT]) to study properties of "T-colorings" of graphs,
which is motivated by the task of assigning channel frequencies without interference.
Roberts [Ro2] proposed the problem of efficiently assigning radio channels to transmitters at several locations, using nonnegative integers to represent channels, so that
close locations receive different channels, and channels for very close locations are at
least two apart. Therefore these channels would not interfere with each other.
We propose an analogous problem for simple graph G (V, E). Given a real number d > 0, an Ld(2,1)-labelling of G is a nonnegative real-valued function
[0, cx) such that, whenever x and y are two adjacent vertices in V,
f V(G)
then If(x)- f(Y)l
2d, and, whenever the distance between x and y is 2, then
If(x) f(Y)l d. The Ld(2, 1)-labelling number of G is the smallest number m
such that G has an Ld(2, 1)-labelling with no label greater than rn and is denoted by
/k(G, d). If f is an Ld(2, 1)-labelling of G, then we say that f E Ld(2, 1)(G).
Let G be a graph and f e Ld(2, 1)(G). Define IIf(G)ll max{f(v):v e V(G)}.
Then A(G,d)
min IIf(G)ll, where the minimum runs over all f e Ld(2, 1)(G). In
the language of Roberts [Ro3], we are trying to minimize the span of an Ld(2, 1)labelling. However, we allow 0 to be a label, unlike most other analogous parameters,
because we can then nicely characterize A(G,d) in terms of A(G, 1). We describe
this in 2, where we also show that for A(G, 1) it suffices to consider integral-valued
labellings. Thereafter we confine our study to (G, 1), which we denote simply by
/k
(G). Similarly, L(2, 1) L(2, 1)(G) denotes L1(2, 1)(G). We let [0, k] denote
the set {0, 1,...,k}.
In 3-5 we consider the labelling numbers of some fundamental classes of graphs.
In 6 we present general upper bounds on in terms of the maximum degree A. We
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find that A is never much larger than/k 2 Diameter 2 graphs are studied in the next
section, and the sharp upper bound/k2 is obtained for A in this case. Infinite families
of graphs with A close to/k2 are described in 8. After investigating the complexity
of the L1(2, 1)-labelling problem in 9, we conclude by proposing some problems for
further research.
2. Reduction to integral-valued labellings. First, we want to characterize
in terms of A(G, 1). Furthermore, we show that to determine A(G, 1) it suffices
to study the case when the labelling is integral-valued.

ik(G, d)

LEMMA 2.1. It holds that A(G, d) d. A(G, 1).
Proof. We prove the lemma with the following claims.
Claim 1. We have that (G, d) >_ d. (G, 1).
Let f e Ld(2, 1)(G). Define fl(x) f(x)/d, for all x e V(G). It follows easily that fl e L (2,1) (G). This implies that IIf(G)ll/d
IIf(G)I >_ (G, 1). By
compactness, some f attains A(G, d), and the claim follows.
Claim 2. We have that A(G, d) _< d. A(G, 1).
The proof is similar to Claim 1. Therefore the result follows.
LEMMA 2.2. Let x, y >_ O, d > 0 and k E Z+. If Ix- Yl >- kd, then Ix’-Y’I >- kd,
where x’= [x/dJd and y’= [y/did.
The two lemmas above imply the following theorem.
THEOREM 2.3. Given a graph G, there is an f L(2, 1)(G) such that f is
integral-valued and IIf(G)ll (G, 1).
For general d, we see that A(G,d) is attained by some f nd(2, 1)(G) whose
values are all multiples of d, i.e., f d. f’, where f’ e L (2, 1)(G) is integral-valued
(by Lemma 2.1). Therefore it suffices to study the case where d 1 and to consider
in what follows only integral-valued f L1 (2, 1)(G).
3. Paths cycles and cubes. First, let us look at the L(2, 1)-labelling of an
elementary graph, the path. We have the following easy result (cf. [Y]).
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let P be a path on n vertices. Then (i) A(P2)
2, (ii)
(P3) (Pd) 3, and (iii) (Pn) 4, for n >_ 5.
If we join the first vertex and the last vertex of a path, then we have a cycle. So
what is the labelling number of a cycle?
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let Cn be a cycle of length n. Then i(Cn) 4, for any n.
Proof. If n _< 4, then it is easy to verify the result. Thus suppose that n _> 5.
For all n _> 5, Cn must contain a P5 as a subgraph. Hence (C) _> (Ph) 4, by
Proposition 3.1.
Now we want to show that A(C) <_ 4, n >_ 5. It suffices to show that there is
an n(2, 1)-labelling f such that tlI(C)II-- 4. Let vo,..., v_ be vertices of C such
that vi is adjacent to vi+, 0 _< _< n- 2 and v0 is adjacent to v,_. Consider the
following labelling:
(1) If n--0 (mod 3), then define

f(v)

(2) If n

1

0
if
2, if i--1
4, if i--2

(mod 3),
(mod3),
(mod3);

(mod 3), then redefine the above f

at

v-4,..., v_

as
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f(vi)=

(3) If n

2

0,
3,
1,
4,

ifi=n-4,
ifi=n-3,
ifi-n-2,
ifi=n-1;

(mod 3), then redefine the f in (1) at Vn-2 and vn-1
f(vi)=

as

1, ifi=n-2,
3, ifi=n-1.

It is easy to show that f, defined above, is in L(2, 1)(Cn) for every n, for each
71
Hence A(C) <_ 4. Therefore the theorem is proved.
If we take a cycle Cn joined by a vertex, then we have a graph Wn called a wheel
of length n, i.e., Wn C V KI. In [Y] it is shown that A(Wn) n + 1.
Next, consider the n-cube Qn, which has 2 ’ vertices v (v,... ,Vn), where each
wi.
vi is 0 or 1, and edges join vertices v, w when there exists a unique such that vi
case.

This bipartite graph is regular of degree n.
THEOREM 3.3. Let Qn be the n-cube. Then, for all n _> 5, n+3 _< A(Q) _< 2n+l.
Proof. The following modular labelling implies the stated upper bound for n _> 1"

(i + l)

f (v)

(mod2n+2),

i:vi--1

where all labels are chosen to belong to [0, 2n + 1]. To verify this, consider adjacent
vertices v and w. We may assume that vi- wi 1 (0, respectively) when
a (i a,
respectively). Then f(v) f(w) a + 1 (mod 2n + 2), so that If(v) f(w)l >_ 2.
Similarly, if v and w are at distance 2, we may assume that vi wi is 1 when
a, 1
or-1 when
b, and 0 otherwise. Then f(v)- f(w) a + b+ 2 or a-b (mod 2n + 2),
so that f (v) # f (w).
The lower bound of n + 3 is due to Jonas [J]. Suppose for contradiction that
A(Qn) _< n + 2 for some n _>_ 5 and let f be an optimal labelling for such Q. Some
vertex v is labelled 0 in an optimal labelling. The n vertices adjacent to v receive
labels that are distinct and greater than 1; i.e., each of 2, 3,..., n + 2 is used with just
one exception i. Since n >_ 5, if the labelling f does not use the label 3, it must use
the label n- 1. In the later case, we may "reflect" f and instead consider another
optimal labelling, n + 2- f. By permuting vertices, we may assume that our optimal
labelling f assigns 3 to vertex w. Let W denote the set of vertices at distance from
w. The vertices in W1 must receive the distinct labels 0, 1, 5, 6,..., n + 2. There are
() vertices in W2, each adjacent to two vertices in W1. If x e W2 is adjacent to the
vertex in W with label j, then f(x) j- 1,j,j / 1. Two vertices in W2 with the
same label have no neighbors in common. It follows that label is used on W2 at most
0, 1, 5, n + 2; [(n 1)/2J times when
2, 4; /(n 3)/2J
[(n 2)/2J times when
times when
6,..., n / 1. Label 3 cannot be used on W2. Adding up the possible
labels does not account for all () vertices in W2, a contradiction.
With considerable effort, we have determined the first several values as follows:
A(Q0) 0, A(Q) 2, A(Q2) 4, A(Q3) 6, A(Q4) 7, A(Qh) 8. No pattern
is yet evident in the labellings that attain these values. Jonas recently showed that
A(Qn) _> n + 4 for n 8 and 16. Using methods from coding theory, it was recently
shown by Jonas and by Georges, Mauro, and Whittlesey that lim inf_ A(Q)/n 1.
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4. Trees. We next discuss the labelling numbers of connected graphs without
cycles, that is, trees. The maximum degree nearly determines the labelling number.
THEOREM 4.1. Let T be a tree with maximum degree A >_ 1. Then A(T) is either
A+I or A+2.
Proof. Since T contains the star KI,, we have A(T) _> A(K1,/x) A + 1. We
obtain the upper bound by a first-fit (greedy) labelling. First, order V(T) so that
V(T) {v,..., vn}, where, for all > 1, vi is attached just once to {v,..., vi_}.
This can be done since T is a tree. Now we describe an L(2, 1)-labelling of T: Label Vl
as 0; then successively label v2, v3,..., v, by the lowest available element of [0, A + 2].
Since each v, 2 _< <_ n, is adjacent to only one vj, j < and is distance 2 away from
at most A- 1 v.’s with j < i, there are at most A + 2 labels that cannot be used for
v. Hence at least one label in [0, A + 2] is available to v when its turn comes to be
labeled. Thus the labelling number is at most A + 2, and the theorem follows.

Vertex of degree

r’l Vertex of degree

,,

other pendant leaves not shown

/-2

0 Vertex
FIG. 1. Critical trees with labelling number A + 2, A

>_ 3.

Both values can occur. The value A + 1 holds for many trees, e.g., the star K1,A.
We exhibit several trees in Fig. 1 with A A + 2. All trees shown are, in fact, Acritical; i.e., deleting any vertex (or edge) drops A. It seems that characterizing all
trees with A A + 2 is very difficult (see 10).
5. k-colorable graphs. Before considering the labelling number of general
graphs G, we want to look at graphs with specified chromatic number x(G).
Then A(G) <_
THEOREM 5.1. Let G be a graph with x(G) k and IV(G)I

.

+k-2.

Proof. Since x(G) k, we can partition G into GI U.. "UGk, where IV(G)IG is an independent set. Let V V(G) {v,l, v,2,..., vi,.}, 1 _< _< k.

and each

Now consider the labelling

f defined by
f (vl,j j 1,

1

<_ j <_

,
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i-1

f(vi,j)

-

Zu

/ /j

2,

1

<j<

ui,

for 2 _< _< k.

t--1

.

[5
It is easily verified that f is in L(2, 1)(G). Hence (G) _< III(G)II-, / k- 2.
COROLLARY 5.2. Let G be a complete k-partite graph with IV(G)[
Then

=. +

2.
(a)
G is a k-partite graph, x(G) k. By Theorem 5.1, A(G) _< u+ k-2.
Since
Proof.
On the other hand, since the distance between any two vertices in G is at most 2, the
labels must be distinct. Furthermore, consecutive labels cannot be used at vertices
from different parts. Since we have k components, we find that A(G) _> u + k- 2, and
the result follows.
6. Upper bounds on A in terms of the maximum degree. In this section,
we determine the upper bound on A(G) in terms of the maximum degree of G. The
upper bound we have is analogous to the Brooks theorem.
THEOREM 6.1 (Brooks [Br]). Let G be a connected graph of maximum degree A.
If G is not a complete graph or an odd cycle, then x(G)
Before showing the result, whose proof is analogous to that of Theorem 6.1, we
give the following simple result, which uses a first-fit (greedy) labelling to provide a
bound on A in terms of the maximum degree A for any graph.
THEOREM 6.2. Let G be a graph with maximum degree A. Then (G) <_ A 2 +2A.
Proof. Arbitrarily order the vertices of G, and label them in succession by the
lowest allowed integer. A vertex v E V is adjacent to at most A vertices, and there
are at most A2 A vertices, which are distance 2 away from v. So, when we want
to label v, there are at most 3A + A2 _/k A2 / 2A numbers to be avoided. Thus
the labelling number/k(G) is at most A 2 + 2A. (Since we can use 0 to label a vertex,
there are /2 / 2A / 1 numbers that can be used.)
We can improve the bound above when G is 3-connected. The argument of the
next theorem is analogous to the proof, which is due to Lovsz IBM] of the Brooks

theorem.

THEOREM 6.3. If G is a 3-connected graph, then/(G) _< A2 / 2A- 3.
Proof. If G is complete, then it is trivial, since it is easy to see that A(G) 2A.
Suppose that G is not complete. Then there exist three vertices u, v, w in V such that
{u,v} and {v,w} are in Ebut {u,w} is not in E. Set vl u andv2 w and let
v (u
v3, v4,..., v
IYl) be any ordering of the vertices of Y- {u, w} such that
each vi, 3 _< _< u- 1 is adjacent to some vy with j > i; e.g., order the vertices by
nonincreasing distance from v in G- {u, w}. We can now describe an L(2, 1)-labelling
of G: Label vl as 0 and v2 as 1; then successively label v3, v4,..., v with the lowest
available label > 0. Each vertex vi, 1 < _< u- 1 is adjacent to at most A- 1 vertices
vj with j < i. Each such vj eliminates at most three possible choices for the label at
vi. Furthermore, there are at most A(A- 1) vertices vk, k < i, at distance 2 from
vi, and each such vk eliminates at most one choice for the label at vi. It follows that,
when its turn comes to be labeled, some label in [0, A: + 2A- 3] will be available for
v is adjacent to two vertices with labels 0 and 1, there is some
vi. Finally, since v
label in [0, A 2 + 2A- 3] available for v.
We can show that the first-fit labelling given in the above proof uses label A2 /
2A- 3 at most once, so it is likely that a more careful argument can improve the
bound.
Sakai IS] observed that the bound in Theorem 6.2 can be improved for chordal
graphs, which are graphs that contain no induced cycles of length at least 4. The idea
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is order the vertices carefully: A chordal graph has an ordering {vl, v2,... } of V such
that, for all i, the neighbors of v among {vl,..., v_} form a clique. An analysis of

the first-fit coloring for this sequence yields her result.
THEOREM 6.4 (Sakai IS]). Let G be a chordal graph with maximum degree A.
Then A(G) <_ (A + 3)2/4.
7. Diameter 2 graphs. We have a better upper bound for a class of graphs
that is important in our study, namely, the diameter 2 graphs. The upper bound for
this case, A, is sharp for some A.
Now we present the following lemma, which will allow us to prove the result
mentioned above and to determine the complexity of the L(2, 1)-labelling problem in
the next section.
LEMMA 7.1. The following two statements are equivalent:
(1) There exists an injection f" V(G) [0, IYl-1] such that If(x)- f(y)l >_
2 for all {x, y} e E(G);
(2) G c contains a Hamilton path.

=

Proof. (1) (2)" Let f be an injection defined on V that satisfies the condition
in (1). Since f is injective, f- exists. Order the vertices of V as follows" vi f-l(i),
1. Therefore the
0 _< _<
1. Then v is adjacent to v+ in G c for 0 _< _<
path {v0, v,..., Vlyl_ } is a Hamilton path of G
(2) =a (1)" Let P {v0, Vl,..., Vlyl_l } be a Hamilton path of G Define the
1. Then it is easy to see
function f" V(G)
[0,
1] by f(vi) i, 0 _< _<
that f is injective. Let (x, y} e E(G). Then f(x) f(vi)
and f(y) f(vj) j
for some i, j with li-Jl 2 since x is not adjacent to y in G Hence f is the injection
we need.
To prove Theorem 7.3, we also need the following theorem due to Dirac [D] (see

.

IVI-

IVI-

->

also

IVI-

IVI-

.

.

IBM]).

THEOREM 7.2. Let G be a simple graph with IVI >_ 3 and minimum degree
>_ IVI/2. Then G is Hamiltonian.
Now we present our bound for diameter 2 graphs.
THEOREM 7.3. If G is a graph with diameter 2, then )(G) <_ A2.
Proof. If A 2, then we can verify the result directly, since, in this case, G is
either C4, C5 or a path of length 2. Thus assume that A >_ 3.
Suppose that A >_
2A + 1 + A- 2 3A- 1 </k2, since A >_ 3.
Now suppose that A < (IYl- 1)/2. Then 5(G ) >_ IVI/2. Since diam(G)=2,
obviously IVI >_ 3. Hence, by Theorem 7.2, G is Hamiltonian; i.e., G contains
a Hamilton path. By Lemma 7.1, there is an injection f V
[0, IYl- 1] such
that If(x)- f(Y)l >- 2, for all {x,y} e E(G). From here, it is easy to see that
f e L(2, 1)(G) and IIf(G)ll IYl- 1. G is a diameter 2 graph, so ]Yl _< Z2 1.
Therefore A(G) _<
Note that the upper bound A 2 is the best possible only when A 2, 3, 7, and
A 2 + 1 can exist only if A is
possibly 57 because a diameter 2 graph with IVI
one of these numbers (cf. [HS]). When A
2, the graph is C5; when A 3, it is
the Petersen graph. For the graph when A 7, it is called the Hoffman-Singleton
graph (see [HS] or IBM]). Since diam(G)=2, all labels in V must be distinct. Hence
A(G) >_ IVI- 1 A 2. On the other hand, by Theorem 7.3, A _< A 2. Thus A(G) A 2
only if A(G) 2, 3, 7, and possibly 57.

-
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According to the proof of Theorem 7.3, if A >_ 3, we also know that A < A
whenever IV < A 2 + 1. Hence, in general, except for those extremal graphs mentioned
above and C4, whose labelling number also is A2(=4), A 2 1 is n upper bound on
A for a diameter 2 graph.
8. Two special classes of graphs. In this section, we will present two classes
of graphs with A that is close to the bound we have in Theorem 6.2.
First, let us give some definitions. We say a graph G is an incidence graph of a
projective plane H(n) of order n, if G (A, B, E) is a bipartite graph such that

(i) IAI=IBI=n 2+n+l,
(2) each a E A corresponds to a point Pa in II(n) and each b E B corresponds to
a line tb in H(n), and
(3) E {{a, b}" a e A, b e B such that pa e tb in H(n)}.
By the definition of II(n), we know that such G is (n / 1)-regular, for every
x,y E A, d(x,y) 2, and for every u,v e B, d(u,v) 2. Also, if a e A, b e B
3. In [Y] we have the following
such that a is not adjacent to b, then dc(a, b)
theorem.
THEOREM 8.1.

)(G)

n2

+n

If G i8 the incidence graph of a projective plane of order n,
A, where A n + 1, the maximum degree of G.

A2

then

Before the next theorem, let us recall the definition of the Galois plane. Let K
be the Galois field of order n and let P {(Xl,X2, X3) x e K}\{(0,0,0)}. Define
on P in the following manner: (Xl,X2,X3)
an equivalence relation
(yl,y2, y3) if
and only if there exists c K, c 0 for which yl
cx2, y3
CXl, y2
cx3. Let
these equivalence classes be called points. The set of all points defined by an equation
O, where al, a2, a3 E K and not all are zero, will be called a
alXl + a2x2 + a3x3
line, which is denoted by [al, a2, a3].
The projective plane determined above will be called a Galois plane (over the
coordinate field GF(n)) and will be denoted by PG2(n) (cf. [K]).
Next, we construct another class of graphs from the Galois plane PG2(n) (cf.
[B]). Let V(H) be the set of points of PG2(n) and join a point (x, y,z) to a point
(x’, y’, z’) if xx’+ yy’+ zz’= 0, i.e., if (x’, y’, z’) lies on the line Ix, y, z]. We call such
a graph H the polarity graph of PG2(n). Then by the properties of PG2(n), we know
that IV(H)I n 2 + n + 1, the maximum degree A(H) n + 1, the minimum degree
6(H) n and the diameter is 2 (cf. [B]). Now we present the following theorem from

=

THEOREM 8.2.

/k(H)

n2

+n

A2

If H

is the polarity graph of the Galois plane,
is the maximum degree of H.

PG2(n) then

A, where A

9. The complexity of the L(2l)-labelling problem. It is well known that
the coloring problem is an NP-complete problem. Since our L(2, 1)-labelling problem
is similar to the coloring problem, we may guess it is also NP-complete. In this section,
we verify this claim.
We need to consider the following special form of the L(2, 1)-labelling problem,
where (DL) denotes distance 2 labelling:

(DL)

Instance: Graph G (V, E) with diameter 2.
Question: Is (G) <_ IVI?
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THEOREM 9.1. (DL) is NP-complete.
Proof. To show that (DL) is NP-complete, we study the following decision problem, where (IDL) denotes injective distance 2 labelling:

Instance: Graph G (V, E).
Question: Is there an injection f: V

(IDL)

[0, IVI- 1]

such that

f( )l >_ :
In view of Lemma 7.1, the NP-completeness of (IDL) follows as an immediate
consequence of the well-known NP-completeness of the Hamilton path problem (HP)
(see [GJ]) below:
Instance: Graph G (V, E),
Question: Is there a Hamilton path in G?

(HP)

Next, we observe that (DL) is in NP. A graph G (V, E) can be input in time
O(IY + [El) and clearly we can verify in polynomial time that G has diameter 2, that
a labelling f is in n(2, 1)(G), and that
We now show that (DL) is NP-complete by transformation from (IDL) to (DL).
Let G (V, E) be any graph in the instance of (IDL). Construct a graph G’ as follows:
Add a vertex x to V and let x be adjacent to every vertex of V, i.e., G’ (V E),
whereV’=Yt2{x}andE’=EU {{x,v}: for allveV}. ThenlV’l=lVl+l and
diam(G’)=2.
The NP-completeness of (DL) then follows from the NP-completeness of (IDL)

,

and from the following claim.
Claim. There is an injection f: V(G)
[0, IV 1] such that If(u)- f(v)l >_ 2
for every {u, v} E E(G) if and only if A(G’) _<
Proof of claim. Suppose that there exists an injective function f defined on V
that satisfies the condition above. Define g(v)
f(v) for all v E V and g(x)
IUl + 1 IV, I. Then easily g E L(2,1)(G’) and IIg(G,)ll IVI + 1 IV, Hence

IV’I.

_< IV’l.

Conversely, suppose that A(G’) _< Iv’l, i.e., there is a g in L(2, X)(G’) such that
IIg(G’)ll _< IYl + 1. Suppose that g(x) 0 or IVI 4- 1. By the property of n(2, 1)(G’),
there is no v in Y such that g(v) g(x)4- 1 or g(x) 1. This implies that we must
use IYl + 3 numbers to label Y’, which is a contradiction, since IIg(G’)ll <_ IVI + 1 and
all labels are distinct.
Hence g(x) is either 0 or IVI + 1. If g(x)
IVI + 1, then restricting g to V
gives the desired injection f. Similarly, if g(x)
0, then restricting g- 2 to V
gives

f.

__

10. Further research. Inspired by the more general proximity-interference
problems, a more general context would be to study labellings f, where N is a pos>_ rnN > 0 are given numbers. We require that
itive integer and rnl >_ rn2 >_
N. If N 1 and ml 1, then we have orIf(x)- f(y)[ >_ mi if da(x,y) i, 1
dinary graph coloring. If N 2, rnl 2, and rn2 1, then it is the L(2, 1)-labelling.
If N 2, m 1 m2, then we have the L(1, 1)-labelling, which has been studied in

Recall from the proof of Theorem 7.3 that, if A _> 3 and A _> (IV[- 1)/2, then
A _< A 2, regardless of whether G has diameter 2. Therefore it is reasonable
to propose the following conjecture.

we have
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CONJECTURE 10.1. For any graph G with maximum degree A >_ 2, A(G)

_

A2.

This conjecture holds for A 2 in view of Propositions 3.1 and 3.2.
In 9 we proved that the problem (DL) is NP-complete, but was not a fixed
value there. Consider the following decision problem for fixed where (DLk) denotes
distance 2 labelling with upper bound k:

,

Instance: Graph G (V, E).
Question: Is A(G) _< k?

(DLk)

CONJECTURE 10.2. For k >_ 4, (DLk) is NP-complete.
For nontrivial trees T, we saw in 4 that A(T) is either A + 1 or A + 2. It seems
to be quite difficult to determine which of the two values holds, somewhat analogous
to the situation for edge-colorings of graphs. Consider this decision problem for trees:

(TREE)

Instance: Tree T (V, E).
Question: Is )(T) A(T)+ 1?

CONJECTURE 10.3. The problem (TREE) is NP-complete.
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